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This is Lani speaking.
I am drawn to observe a
vessel – it looks like it is
coming out of our sun,
heading straight toward
Earth, moving very fast – that
is the impression I have. Coming to Earth,
hovering above Earth as Earth revolves. I am
seeing Earth revolving, so it is hovering in a
space out of our measurement of time, but it
can observe us.
There are many of us being drawn up into this
vessel at this time, again into a gathering
space.
The Galactic Beings have been waiting for us
and one by one they are drawing many of us
into this assembly into this vessel.

“We want you to understand that there has
been no sacrifice made and no compromise
made of our position with you in your position.
There has been some concern amongst many
of the Galactic Beings, like yourselves
stationed on Earth, that the timing is off, or it
has been too late to assist planet Earth and its
citizens. This is where we say there is no
longer the perceived threat to existence of life,
as you consider life to be.
There has been a change. There has been the
direct calling upon the assistance of the
Galactic Federation and the Councils involved
in observing planet Earth and that assistance
has been given. In many ways you may not be
aware yet of those ways that help has been
given to you.
In the first instance, the help comes to assist
each one of you to realise there is no
appearance, there is no experience that you
need to move into a fear-based scenario and
fear-based pattern. When you fully realise that,
you have come back to your central and direct
connection and communication with your area
of connection into the Galactic groupings that
you individually connect with. There are not
many who come around Earth to connect with
you.

You have many Galactic names given to the
galaxies or to particular planetoid phases and
we can give you many of those names. The
importance of the message is available to you
to what you resonate with, the direction you are
getting the information from, and the energy is
the prime focus for you to realise is coming in
and has come in, in accordance with your call
to be directly assimilated in you to alter any
pattern that allowed you to begin the
disintegration pattern of the physical form.
In the upgrade process the energy moves into
your energy field, into your known electrical
systems and the patterns and the codes which
are transferred in a very fluidic pattern around
your entire physical unit. This is from the very
densest aspect as it is now today, in your
gathering, to the energetic body that you have
– this greater body of energy, consciousness.
Your consciousness body will reveal itself to
you in the ways that it has been described as
your body of light and even the crystalline light
body. We use these phrases because they
unlock
those
concepts
within
your
consciousness field to allow you to access all
of that potential within that concept, and
thereby you are having a direct effect upon the
land masses known as Earth. That includes
waters – everything around the planet because
that is living energy, like yourself, so in these
few words and in your momentary presentation
here into this, you will feel the energy that you
record as lovingness enveloping you all, as
you are here, enlightening you and you, of
course, have already experienced the
upliftment to be in this gathering space.
Allow this to remain with you.

Your consciousness as you are here is very
familiar with this and uses it in a very
materialistic way. That materialistic way is not
to do with greed. It is to do with suffusing the
manifestations that you exist in with this same
energetic frequency which you have perceived
– sensed – known to be coming through your
solar portal.
This is what was required for you to realise
again and that was the main purpose for
drawing you into this space at this time.
There will be continuing gatherings where you
will feel you are immediately transported into
gathering spaces with us like this, observing
the movement throughout your known galaxy
system, observing how planet Earth is moving
in its positioning in the galaxy that you know it
to be in.
Movement is generated by the extension and
expansion and acceptance of the greater
consciousness state – the patterning encoded
within you.
We know those of you gathered here have
accepted your personal and individual
commissioning to come into your Earth life at
this time. You are helping you. You are helping
the civilization.
You will observe the breaking down of many
known establishments that have, in a sense,
been dictating and controlling the way Earth
has developed and evolved through the greed
system.
There will be changes you will be observing
relative to this upliftment into the manifestation
of the next level of existence for you each, so
hold this within your knowing, within your great
consciousness field that extends around you

and as you connect with that higher, infinite
space, it surrounds the entire planet.
We conclude this session and allow you to
move back into your physical state.
We acknowledge you.
Orem out. “

Thank you, Orem. This is Lani again and I was
also aware that the Being was speaking on
behalf of many of the Galactic Beings gathered
there, in this particular vessel travelling across,
or through dimensions, through the solar portal
so that we could readily adapt to the pattern of
that and be aware that we were gathered into
the vessel, that space.
So it was all good. I trust this has assisted you
and will continue to assist you in ongoing days.
It is time now to fully bring yourself back.
Actually, you may feel you are being
transported back and this may have happened
while some of you are in your sleep state, so
you will come back into your body in whatever
way is appropriate for you where you are.
Again, some of you will feel you have been
beamed back to the planet. Perhaps if you feel
you have come back in some other way you
could leave me a comment – that would be
really interesting.
Bring yourself back into the absolute present
moment of your presence on Earth, and
remember, you are a conscious Being coming
into physicality into this body that you chose to
be in – so you must of course fully love and
accept that body and then accept the changes
in accordance with the upgraded blueprint and
cellular functions. I love it! It is wonderful!
Thanks for being with me on this journey. I end
this little journey – taken out through the
Omega Communications Portal.
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